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POSITIONAL z-CAPTURE IN THE GAME OF A 
SINGLE EVADER AND SEVERAL PURSUERS* 

B.K. KHAIDAHOV 

A differential game of l-capture of a single evader chased by m pursuers 
moving with equal velocity is studied. A strategy of the pursuers is 
constructed depending only on the geometrical coordinates and applicable 
to the cases when the convex shell of initial positions of the pursuers 
has an empty interior. 

1. Consider a differential game of m pursuers Piand single evader E whose motions are 
described, respectively, by the equations 

Zf' = C&i, y' = v; xi3 Y, Uir V E R” (1.1) 

I4 I < 19 Iv I < 1, i E I = {I, 2, . . ., m}, 1 z 1 = (2, z)l/* 

The pursuit is assumed terminated when the following relation is realized in the course 
of motion for the first time: 

I =i 0) - Y (4 I Q 1 (1.2) 

for at least one i=I where 1 is a given positive number. 
Various versions of this game were discussed earlier in /l-g/et al. Let N,= c~nv 

(21 (% r,(O), . . -. %a (0)) be a convex shell of initial positions of the pursuers. It was shown in 
/6/ that if the set y(O) belongs to the open I-neighbourhood M, of the set N,, the pursuit 
in the game (1.1) can be terminated in a finite period of time. This also follows in a more 
general formulation from Theorem 2 in /8/. However, it was assumed there that at every in- 
stant t>O the pursuers knew the value v(r) of the control parameter of the evader, i.e. the 
accessibility of the information discriminating against the evader was assumed. 

Below we construct a special strategy for the pursuers based on positional information 
only, guaranteeing the termination of the pursuit. Moreover, the strategy U*can also be used 
when the set N, has an empty interior (e.g. when m<n). 

2. We will now present the basic concepts refining the formulation of the problem. Let 
[a,@ denote a segment [a,81 in the case when 8 is finite, and a ray [a, +ce) when 8 = +oo. 
We consider a differential game with the following dynamic properties (the set P and Q are 
compact): 

z’ = f (z, u, v); z E R”. u E P c RF, v E Q c R“ (2.1) 

We shall assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
1) the function f(z,u,v) is continuous in z,u,v and satisfies the Lipshitz condition 

in z on every compact subset R"; 
2) there is a c>O, such that (z,f(z,u,v))<c(l+ /zj2) for all ZER”, UEP, VEQ; 

3) the terminal set M(c R”) is closed. 
We define the strategy of the pursuer in the form of a mapping U, placing every point 

ZE R” in 1:l correspondence with the pair U(z)= (D (z), u,(e)). Here D (z) is an open region 
of the space R"containing the points z, U, (e): [D (z)l- P is a continuously differentiable map- 
ping (local synthesis of the pursuer controls). The symbol ID(t)] denotes the closure of 
the set D (z). 

Let the initial point z0 = z(tO) be given, a strategy U be chosen by the pursuer, and an 
arbitrary measurable control v (t), t E It,. -l-w) by the evader. 

We shall describe the corresponding motion of the phase point. Consider the pair U (2,) = 
(D (z,), u,, (.)). Inthe first stage of the pursuit the trajectory is determined in the form of a 
solution of the Cauchy problem 

2' = f (z, u,. (z&r v (t)), z (to) = zo, z E ID (zo)l (2.2) 

on the longest time interval It,,. 8) on which the inclusion z(t)= [D (z,,)] occurs. By virtue 
of conditions 1) and 2), the Cauchy problem has a unique solution, which can be continued to 
[to, im) or up to the boundary Fr D (z,,) of the set D (z,,). Then, two cases are possible: 
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a) I3 = +co, i.e. z (t) E D (zO) for all t >tto; b) O< i-00, i.e. z (0)~ FrD (Q). In case a) 
the motion in the first stage is completely determined. In case b) we write 21 = 2 (tr) at 
t=e and continue the motion of the phase point in the second stage as a solution of the 
Cauchy problem 

z’ = f (z, u,, fz), v @If* z (t11 = 21% z E ID (ZIV 
where D (zl), u,,(s) are the components of u (21). Repeating the above procedure we obtain the 
finite or infinite sequences of instants of time tO,tlr...,tsr... and subsets D (z&D (~1, . . ., 
D (4, . . ., such that the pursuer chooses his control in every interval it., L+l) in the form 
of a synthesising function u (z) = u,*(z),z E ID &)I and the trajectory z (t) = z(t; ZC,, U, v(a)) is 
determined either on the ray it,, +a), or on the collection of the segments ii,, t,]. 

We shall call the pair U = (D (z), u,(e)) (z,, T)-admissible if it generates, under any 
control v(t), t E Et,, Yi”> of the evader, a trajectory z(t; zo, U, v(t)) defined in the interval 
[t,,, T>. We shall call the function z (t)a trajectory corresponding to zO, t', u(e). 

The definition of the game (2.1) implies that a pursuit can be continued from the initial 
point z0 up to the instant T, T< +co, provided that an (z,, T)-admissible strategy U exists 
such that for any measurable control of the evader v(s) the trajectory z(t)corresponding to 
zO, U, v(t), satisfies the inclusion z(t)~M at some t < T. 

3. Let us return to the game (l.l)', We denote by I( the set of all non-empty subsets of 
the set I, and by d(n) the number of elements of the set x E K. We put z= (z~,x~,...,z,), 
z = (zl, I*, . . ., z,,,, y) noting that z E Rntm+r,). Further, for every R E K and x~ R" we 
assume 

N (z, n) = conv {xi, i E n}, M (z, n, Z*) = N (I, n) + l*S 

where S is an open unit sphere of the spaceft"with centre at the origin of coordinates and b* 
is a positive number, We denote by D (z,n,l*) the set obtained from [M(z, x, P)l by deleting 
all sets of the form M(x, SC*, Z*), wheren*is the characteristic subset of n, i.e. 

D (3, n, I*) = IW (z, x, t*)l \u M (z. n*, I') 

where the union is taken over all x* in, d(n*)< d(n). 
We assume that 1 xi (0) - y (0) 1 > I for all x = K. 

Theorem. If y (0)~ M(z(O),n,Z) for some x E K, then the pursuitinthe game (1.1) can 
be completed in the sense of Sect.2. 

Proof * From the condition of the theorem it follows that x,~n and &<I exist such 
that y (0) E D (z (0), n,, E,). we assume that d(n,)= n-i-i (if cZ(no)>n+l then by the 
Caratheodory theorem y (0)~ D@(O), no, ZJ for some n" c x0, d(x”) = n-t- 1, and the case d(n,),< 
R will be discussed below). 

At the start of the motion the pursuers P,,i =sco will move with unit velocity in the 
direction of the initial position y (0) of the evader, while the remaining pursuers will remain 
at their places and not take part in the game at all, i.e. 

Ui(Z)” 1 (y(o) - Xi (@))/I $4 (0) - Xi (0) I* i E RO 
o 

, iSin (3.1) 

Then, at some finite instant t,>O we shall have ~(t~)=Fr D (x(tl), no, l,),by virtue of 
the assumption that d(x,) = n + 1. 

consequently, for some E,, O<Z,<E and no* c A,,, d(z,*) <d(x,) the relation 
M (z (&), x0*, II) will hold, i-e. the point ~(trf will arrive at the 1, neighbourhood ofTl!?E - 
convex shell of the smaller number of the pursuers P,, i in,*, d(n,*)<n + 1. But then x,~a,* 
exists such that y (tJ ED (z (tJ, xl, Z1). 

Starting now from the instant tl>O, we shall assign to the pursuers the following local 
synthesis defined in the region 

D = {z : y E D (x, ng, 1,)): (3.2) 

Y,(i)=l(i-_rp’(h))l’~ei(Z)T~(ajeo(z), iEx1 
I 0. iznl 

e0 (4 = 
h(z)/lh(z)l, h(Z)#O 

0, h(z)=0 

ei (2) = 1 iXi-Xj)/IXt-X~l; t+j 

0, i--’ -1 

Here h = h(z) is a vector orthogonal to N(x,zr) and directed towards y_ The length of 
this vector is equal to the distance separating y from the set N(x, nl), i is a fixed element 
of JCL. 

It can be shown that (e,, (z), ei (z)) = 0 for all z~ D and iEnr. 
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Let the evader apply any measurable control u = u(t), t >ttl. Then the equations cf motion 
of the pursuers Pi, i E a?1 and evader will take the form 

xi' = (1 - m2 (h))"*ei (Z) f Cp (h) e, (Z), 5i (tl) = Zil (3.3) 

Y' = v, Y 01) = Yl 

Let 51 (t), za (t), . . ., &,(t), y (t) be the solution of this Cauchy problem (ml = d(n,)). 
Then the supporting plane of the convex set 
within the space R”, 

N(r(t),n),t >ti will shift, during the motion, 
while remaining parallel to the state at t = tl. Consequently, as long 

as y (t) E D (z(t), n1, Zl), t >tl, the vector ez (Z (t)) will also remain parallel to e, (z (tl)) and 
the length of the vector h(z (t)) will be given by the formula 

I h b (t)) I = (Y 0) - 5; (t), e, (tdh t > tl, i E nl (3.4) 

We find that 

I h (z @)I I < El (3.53 

at all t >tl. 
Let us assume the opposite. Let the inequality (3.5) hold only in a finite time interval 

[tl, z,), rl > t, and I h (I W,)) I = 1, (such a time interval always exists, since the function h (2) 
is continuous in I and Ih(r(t,))I<l,) at the initial instant. 

Then by virtue of (3.3) and (3.4) we have for all t~[t~,t~) 

d I h (2 (t)) I / dt = (Y’ (t), CO (Q)) - (zi’ (07 eo (tl)) = 
(u (t)t eo PI)) - (1 - ‘P* (h (2 (t))))“’ (ei (t), e, PI)) - 
v (h (2 (0)) (co (% eo (t,)) d 1 - ‘P (h (2 (0)) = (1 - I h (2 (t)) 1k)z 

which yields 

I h (2 W) I d 1, (1 - [(I - 1 h (2 (0) I /W i- “/~,I-‘1 (3.6) 

From (3.6) and the continuity of the function h(z) it follows that / h(z(t))l<l, which 
contradicts the assumption. Therefore the inequality (3.5) holds for all t>:t,. 

Further, the distances between the pursuers P,, i E nl \ {j} and the evader Pitend mono- 
tonically to zero. Indeed, if we assume that pi(t) = zj(t) -xi(t), then by virtue of (3.3) 

dPi2 (t)ldt = 2 (pi' (t), pi (t)) = m-2 (1 -m* (h (Z (t))))"' X I Pi (t) IT i E 111 \ {i} 
Taking into account (3.6), we obtain from the last relation 

dpiz (t)/'dt = -2 (1 - m2 (h (Z (t))))"'l pi (t) / = 

-2 (1 - I h (z 0)) I i’ld I pi (t) I < -2 ([t/l, + 
(1 + I h (Z (TV)) I/ ~I)-‘]-‘) I Pi (t) I 

Integrating we obtain 

I Pi (t) I < l Pi 01) I - 11 Vn [t/l + (1 - I h (z (tl))llll)-ll ---In [t/l + (1 -. I h (z (tI))l/lJ1l} (3.7) 

Inequality (3.7) implies that after some finite time Tl>tl at least one of the func- 
tions pi(t) i E nL \ {I} will vanish, i.e. ri(T1) = zj (T,). Consequently, after a certain time 
fz <T, the evader must arrive at the boundary of the set D (z(t.J, nlr Z1), i.e. Y (~2) E i+D (5 
(t,), x1, 2,). 

Therefore, at some I,, Z,< I, < 1 and n,Cnl, d(n,)< d(n,) the point y (tz) will arrive 
at the Z,-neighbourhood of the convex shell of an even smaller number of pursuers Pi, i E n,. 

If d(n,) = 1, then the pursuit is completed. If d(n,)>l. then from then on only the 
group Pi, iEn, of pursuers continues the pursuit, the rest of the pursuers remaining in their 
places. Repeating analogous constructions for this group of pursuers we obtain, as a result, 
after some finite time tz* t3 > tz > 0, the inclusion 

Y (tz) E M (5 03). n3r Zz), 0 < 1, < 11 < 1 

~3 c ~2. d h) <d (4 

If d(x,) = 1,thenthepursuitis completed. 
When d(n,)>l we continue the pursuit process described above, thus reducing the number 

d(n,) of pursuers Pi,ie A, forwhich 

Y (t*) E M tz (&)V xs, Z.), 0 < Is-1 < I, < 1 (3.8) 
where s is a positive number not greater than m. 

Consequently, after the process has been repeated a finite number of times, the inclusion 
(3.8) will hold for a one-element set n,,i.e., the game will be completed and this proves the 
theorem. 

4. We shall show that the construction given in Sect.3 does not in fact define a (z,,, T)- 
admissible strategy with some T<+aJ. The equations of motiion, in the phase coordinates 
2 = (zl,rp,. . .,z,,,,y) of the space Rn(m+l), take the form 

z' = 11 + u, z0 = (31 (O), 22 (O), . . ., 2, (O), y (0)) (4.1) 



The domains of controls for the variables u and w and the termainal set are, xespectively, 

P = {a E Rntm+l):u = (Ul,Itg, . * .? umrq,uj E RX, 1 ui 1 Gg 1) 
0 = (v f m=**k Y = @o, 0, I . -* 0, v), Y E R”, { Y f < 1) 
M = t’& (z E mm+ff: 1 x3 - y 1 < E} 

Let us define in the space Rncm+l) the set (t* is a positive number) 

D" (2, x, z*) = {z E JWm+n: y ED (r, Jr, z*)), Yl E K 

If so ED* {z. x0, 2,) for sme n, E .1y, 1, < Z , ad d {x,f = n -i- 1 then we can place every 
r Elti’ (z,z60,&)J of the space JW m+rf in 1:l correspondence with a pair consisting of the region 
D (za) = fz E &[m+rf: y E N (r, xJ) and the local synthesis u, (z) = (ur* (L), no0 (r), - . ., U," f& 0) 
where ui* fz) = ui (z) if i E n,,and iit" (z) .W 0 if i Ea'cx,, and the function a,(z), ie xg canbe found 
from (3.1) (first stage of the pursuit) + 

It follows from Sect.3 that when the pursuit takes this course , +&hen after some finite 
time t--t,>0 we shall have the inclusion s ($1) E o* (2, Xl, 
f=d < d fn0f = n A- 1, 

h), Q < to < la< 4 % c %w d 

where Zftl) at the instant t =tr* Therefore if z,EEt* (z,n,, D 1 ) and 
d(m,)<n $1, then the pursuit originating at the point zabegins in the same manner as the 
second stage of the pursuit in Seci.3. 

We place every point zEID* (2, x1, lx)] (CR *m+a9 Sri 1 :I correspondencewithapair consist- 

ing of the region D (zO) = D* (z, nlr I,) ad local synthesis u2, (z) = (~2 (z), ~11 (z), . . . j u,’ (z), 0) 
where nil(z) = ui(z) if i E nh uil (z) = Oifl TE 511, andthe functionst+ (z), i E x1 are given by (3.2). 

The discussion in Sect.3 shows that an instant of time t = tp arrives such, that z(tr) E 

D* (z, % 19) where CJ <4 < I,<& zr C a%, d (xr) < d (4. 
Furthermore, just as in the second stage, etc., we place a pair U(z) in l:l correspond- 

ence with every point zff)*(i,n,, I,)(~RWW) I Repeatinq the method of construction given 
above, we obtain finite sequences of the time instants 0, tr, . . ..t.,ofaesasets D hi), D i.4, 
. . ..D f-Q) 
(- 

and synthesising functions i&(*). u,(e), . , ., u*,(e), which in fact determine the 

'0, T)-admissible strategy V*. 

Notes. 1'. If r,ZSD* (z.np,Zu) for all stO= K and l,,O<l,<I (ia other words I(O) a M 
irf%I,Q), then we can show that escape is possible in the game (4.1) (or in (1.1)). 

P I If se E WY E R (2, n)) for y (0) EN fi (#).a)) for some SE Kw then clearly **ED* (r, x*, 
Ef,XrjCX for any E,&>O. Consequently, we have a stranger assertion for such initial positions: 
if z. E (2:~ pi. N (z (0)~)) (or v (0)~ N Q (O),JI)) for some IT ca K, then the pursuit can be completed in 
the game (4.11 or (1.1) in a finite time T>O in the following sense. For any positive a>0 
there exists a tzO. TMdmissible strategy such that for any measurable control of the evader 
u(-) the trajectory r(L) corresponding to zO, V. v(e) will satisfy the relation I+i(t) --((t)1<e 

for some value of the index Ian and time r< T. 
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